1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

In order to solve the health and environmental safety problems caused by conventional lead--tin solders, much attention has been given to the development of new Pb-free solders for electronic interconnecting materials in recent years [@b0005; @b0010; @b0015]. Eutectic Au~80~Sn~20~ (wt.%) solders have been used for high-temperature applications because their good creeping properties and high tensile strength [@b0020]. But the main disadvantages of this kind of solders are the high cost and the temperature limitation in their application. On the other hand, Bi-based alloys are candidates which can be substituted for conventional lead--tin solders because of their low melting point (*T*  = 544.5 K at the eutectic point) and the low cost [@b0025]. Hence Bi is expected to be an added component which can reduce the cost of Au--Sn solders and extend the application into the lower temperature range.

Thermodynamic data are of great importance for the development of a lead-free solder database, for the design of new lead-free solders, and for the prediction of physical and chemical properties of the lead-free solders, such as surface tension and viscosity [@b0030]. However, experimental research on thermodynamic properties for the Au--Bi--Sn system could not be found in the existing literature. In the present investigation, the activity of tin in the ternary Au--Bi--Sn alloys was determined with an electromotive force (EMF) method using liquid electrolyte. A comprehensive description of the EMF technique was given by Ipser *et al.* [@b0035]. Measurements were carried out for three cross-sections with constant ratios of Au:Bi = 2:1, 1:1, and 1:2. The partial thermodynamic properties were calculated from the EMF data. The Gibbs--Duhem integration was carried out to determine the integral thermodynamic properties of the entire ternary system.

2. Experimental {#s0010}
===============

The ternary alloys were prepared from high purity metals. Gold (mass fraction purity 0.9995) was a product of Ögussa, Austria, while bismuth (mass fraction purity 0.9999) was obtained from Asarco, United States and tin (mass fraction purity 0.99998) was obtained from Johnson Matthey GmbH, Germany. In order to remove the oxide layer from the surface, Sn was polished with a fine emery paper, and Bi was cleaned prior to its use by melting it under vacuum and filtering it through quartz wool under a purified argon atmosphere. Gold was used without further purification. The metals were prepared with the target compositions ([figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} ), sealed in quartz tube under vacuum and melted at *T*  = 1073 K for one week. Afterwards the samples were quenched in ice water. Approximately 2 g of each alloy were used for the measurements. The eutectic mixture KCl (Merck, Germany, mass fraction purity \>0.995) and LiCl (Merck, Germany, mass fraction purity \>0.99) with addition of about 0.5 at.% SnCl~2~ (Johnson Matthey GmbH, Germany, mass fraction purity \>0.99) was used as the liquid electrolyte. The cleaning of the electrolyte was described by Mikula [@b0040].

The schematic cell arrangement is shown in [figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} . Four electrodes were used for each measurement. One is the reference electrode which should be the most electropositive pure metal in the system (pure tin was used in this work), and the other three are alloys with different compositions which were measured. A vertical furnace was used to heat the entire cell and the four electrodes were inserted into the liquid electrolyte after it melted. A Ni/NiCr thermocouple was put into the central quartz tube to measure the temperature simultaneously during the measurement. Measurements were carried out on heating and cooling with a rate of 12 K · h^−1^. The EMF values were continuously measured by a voltmeter with an impedance larger than 10^10^  Ω. The temperature and EMF values were automatically recorded every 5 min. The temperature range of the measurements extended from 723 K to 973 K. During the experiment, the measurement was kept at the high and low temperature limits for a longer period of time (about 4 h) to check the stability of the EMF values. In this work, the cooling curve was taken to evaluate the thermodynamic properties of this system.

3. Theory and calculation {#s0015}
=========================

In order to determine the tin activity in liquid Au--Bi--Sn alloys, the following cell arrangement was used in the experiment:$$\text{W,}\mspace{6mu}\text{Sn}_{(\text{l})}/\text{KCl}\text{“–”}\text{LiCl} - \text{SnCl}_{2}/\text{Au}\text{“–”}\text{Bi}\text{“–”}\text{Sn}_{(\text{l})}\text{,}\mspace{6mu}\text{W.}$$

For the reversible reaction, the partial Gibbs free energy change can be expressed by:$$\Delta\overline{G_{\mathit{Sn}}} = - z \cdot F \cdot E = \mathit{RT} \cdot \mathit{Ina}_{\mathit{Sn}}\text{,}$$where *z* is the number of exchanged electrons (the value is 2 in this work), *F* the Faraday constant (96,485 C · mol^−1^), *E* the electromotive force in volts, *R* the universal gas constant (8.3145 J · K^−1^  · mol^−1^), *T* the temperature in Kelvin, and *a~Sn~* the thermodynamic activity of tin in the ternary alloy.

For all the compositions investigated, the EMF *versus* temperature curves were straight lines. A least squares fit was used, and the EMF was expressed by the following equation:$$E/\text{mV} = a + b(T/\text{K})\text{,}$$where *a* is the ordinate intercept and *b* the slope.

From the temperature dependence of *E* given by equation [(2)](#e0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the partial molar enthalpy $\Delta\overline{H_{\mathit{Sn}}}$ and the partial molar entropy $\Delta\overline{S_{\mathit{Sn}}}$ were derived using the following equations:$$\Delta\overline{H_{\mathit{Sn}}} = z \cdot F\left\lbrack {E - T\left( \frac{\partial E}{\partial T} \right)} \right\rbrack_{x\text{,}p} = - z \cdot a \cdot F\text{,}$$ $$\Delta\overline{S_{\mathit{Sn}}} = z \cdot F\left( \frac{\partial E}{\partial T} \right)_{x\text{,}p} = z \cdot b \cdot F\text{.}$$

The integral excess Gibbs free energy and the integral enthalpy of mixing were determined by adopting the Gibbs--Duhem equation given by Elliot and Chipman [@b0045] as:$$\Delta G^{\mathit{xs}} = (1 - X_{\mathit{Sn}})\left\lbrack {\Delta G_{\mathit{Au}\text{“–”}\mathit{Bi}}^{\mathit{xs}} + \int_{0}^{X_{\mathit{Sn}}}\frac{\Delta\overline{G_{\mathit{Sn}}^{\mathit{xs}}}}{{(1 - X_{\mathit{Sn}})}^{2}}\mathit{dX}_{\mathit{Sn}}} \right\rbrack_{\mathit{XAu}/\mathit{XBi}}$$ $$\Delta_{\mathit{mix}}H = (1 - X_{\mathit{Sn}})\left\lbrack {\Delta H_{\mathit{Au}\text{“–”}\mathit{Bi}} + \int_{0}^{X_{\mathit{Sn}}}\frac{\Delta\overline{H_{\mathit{Sn}}}}{{(1 - X_{\mathit{Sn}})}^{2}}\mathit{dX}_{\mathit{Sn}}} \right\rbrack_{\mathit{XAu}/\mathit{XBi}}$$ $\Delta G_{\mathit{Au} - \mathit{Bi}}^{\mathit{xs}}$ and Δ*H~Au~* ~--~ *~Bi~* represent the limiting excess Gibbs free energy and enthalpy values of the binary Au--Bi system. *X~Sn~* is the mole fraction of tin in the alloy.

The ternary interaction parameters of the Gibbs free energy were calculated using the Redlich--Kister--Muggianu polynomial (equation [(7)](#e0040){ref-type="disp-formula"}) given by Ansara and Dupin [@b0050], which was also used for the calculation of the parameters of the enthalpy of mixing$$\Delta G = \sum\limits_{i}\sum\limits_{j > i}\left\lbrack {X_{i}X_{j}\sum\limits_{v}L_{i:j}^{(v)}{(X_{i} - X_{j})}^{v}} \right\rbrack + X_{A}X_{B}X_{C}\left( {M_{A:B:C}^{(0)}X_{A} + M_{A:B:C}^{(1)}X_{B} + M_{A:B:C}^{(2)}X_{C}} \right)\text{,}$$where *i* and *j* are equal 1, 2, and 3 representing the elements *A*, *B*, and *C*, in the case of this work, Au, Bi, and Sn; $L_{i:j}^{(v)}(v = 0.1\ldots)$ are the interaction parameters of the binary Au--Bi, Au--Sn, and Bi--Sn system, which can be taken from the literature. The last term represents the additional Gibbs free energy or additional enthalpy of mixing due to the ternary interactions. With the thermodynamic data for the three cross-sections measured, the excess ternary interaction parameters $M_{A:B:C}^{(\alpha)}$ were evaluated. Using the binary and ternary interaction parameters, the thermodynamic properties of the entire ternary system can be calculated.

4. Results and discussion {#s0020}
=========================

The EMF values were found to be stable during the cooling procedure after reaching the equilibrium state. Linear dependence of EMF on temperature was observed at all compositions investigated. An example of the EMF *versus* *T* plot is shown for Au:Bi = 1:1 cross-section in [figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} . All the curves were expressed by equation [(2)](#e0015){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the parameters obtained are given in [table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} . Using equations [(1), (3), and (4)](#e0010 e0020 e0025){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the activities of tin, the partial Gibbs free energies, partial enthalpies and partial entropies were calculated and are listed in [table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} . [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows the activities of tin for two limiting binary systems Au--Sn and Bi--Sn taken from the literature [@b0055; @b0060], and for three cross-sections Au:Bi = 2:1, Au:Bi = 1:1, and Au:Bi = 1:2 of the ternary Au--Bi--Sn system obtained in this work. All the data are shown at constant temperature 800 K. It can be seen that the activity of Sn exhibits a very strong negative deviation from Raoult's law both in the binary Au--Sn system and the ternary Au--Bi--Sn system. With the addition of Bi, the deviation becomes less negative and is slightly positive in the binary Bi--Sn system.

The integral excess Gibbs free energies and integral enthalpies of mixing were calculated by using equations [(5) and (6)](#e0030 e0035){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The integration was carried out along three cross-sections. The starting values $\Delta G_{\mathit{Au} - \mathit{Bi}}^{\mathit{xs}}$ and Δ*H~Au~* ~--~ *~Bi~* were taken from Hultgren *et al.* [@b0070]. The integral thermodynamic quantities at *T*  = 800 K are given in [table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} and the Δ*G^xs^*, Δ*G*, and Δ*H* values for all the three cross-sections are plotted [figures 5 to 7](#f0025 f0030 f0035){ref-type="fig"} . All these three thermodynamic quantities become less negative from the Au-rich side (Au:Bi 2:1) to the Bi-rich side (Au:Bi 1:2). It can be observed that the minima of Δ*G^xs^*, Δ*G*, and Δ*H* are located at the smaller tin content for all the three cross-sections.

The binary and ternary interaction parameters at *T*  = 800 K of the integral Gibbs free energy and the integral enthalpy of mixing were calculated with equation [(7)](#e0040){ref-type="disp-formula"} and presented in [tables 4 and 5](#t0020 t0025){ref-type="table"} . The experimental data of the three binary systems for Au--Bi from Hultgren *et al.* [@b0070], for Au--Sn from Kameda *et al.* [@b0055] and for Bi--Sn from Asryan and Mikula [@b0060] were used for the calculation. The iso-Gibbs free energy curves and the iso-enthalpy curves are shown in [figures 8 and 9](#f0040 f0045){ref-type="fig"} .

5. Conclusion {#s0025}
=============

The activity of tin for the ternary Au--Bi--Sn system was measured by the electromotive force method and the thermodynamic data of the liquid alloys were obtained. This is the first report of thermodynamic data on the ternary Au--Bi--Sn system by experimental method. The results of this investigation can be of great use for the assessment of the phase equilibria, for the design of new lead-free solders, and also for the prediction of some physical and chemical properties.
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###### 

The temperature dependence of the EMF for the Au:Bi = 2:1, 1:1, and 1:2 cross-sections (where *E*/mV = (*a* ± Δ*a*) + (*b* ± Δ*b*)*T*).

  *X~Sn~*         *a* ± Δ*a*/mV   *b* ± Δ*b*/(mV · K^−1^)
  --------------- --------------- -------------------------
  *Au:Bi = 2:1*                   
  0.1             158.57 ± 0.59   0.0929 ± 0.0012
  0.2             112.30 ± 0.46   0.0663 ± 0.0006
  0.3             80.75 ± 0.19    0.0474 ± 0.0001
  0.4             53.24 ± 0.16    0.0352 ± 0.0002
  0.5             31.52 ± 0.17    0.0279 ± 0.0002
  0.6             14.02 ± 0.10    0.0254 ± 0.0001
  0.7             6.86 ± 0.02     0.0167 ± 0.0000
  0.8             2.32 ± 0.03     0.0106 ± 0.0000
  0.9             0.55 ± 0.02     0.0048 ± 0.0000
                                  
  *Au:Bi = 1:1*                   
  0.1             125.34 ± 0.18   0.0823 ± 0.0012
  0.2             82.98 ± 0.73    0.0649 ± 0.0009
  0.3             55.05 ± 0.08    0.0506 ± 0.0001
  0.4             33.27 ± 0.17    0.0418 ± 0.0002
  0.5             19.48 ± 0.13    0.0331 ± 0.0002
  0.6             9.81 ± 0.07     0.0250 ± 0.0001
  0.7             3.67 ± 0.07     0.0186 ± 0.0001
  0.8             0.91 ± 0.07     0.0117 ± 0.0001
  0.9             0.32 ± 0.03     0.0048 ± 0.0000
                                  
  *Au:Bi = 1:2*                   
  0.1             82.78 ± 0.26    0.0868 ± 0.0003
  0.2             57.96 ± 0.13    0.0588 ± 0.0002
  0.3             38.61 ± 0.37    0.0467 ± 0.0005
  0.4             23.42 ± 0.09    0.0382 ± 0.0001
  0.5             12.12 ± 0.16    0.0317 ± 0.0002
  0.6             7.48 ± 0.09     0.0222 ± 0.0001
  0.7             −0.24 ± 0.08    0.0216 ± 0.0001
  0.8             0.56 ± 0.05     0.0111 ± 0.0001
  0.9             1.25 ± 0.03     0.0034 ± 0.0000

###### 

Activities and partial thermodynamic properties of the Au:Bi = 2:1, 1:1, and 1:2 cross-sections at *T* = 800 K.

  *X~Sn~*       *a~Sn~*           $\Delta\overline{G_{\mathit{Sn}}}/(\text{J} \cdot \text{mol}^{- 1})$   $\Delta\overline{H_{\mathit{Sn}}}/(\text{J} \cdot \text{mol}^{- 1})$   $\Delta\overline{S_{\mathit{Sn}}}/(\text{J} \cdot \text{K}^{- 1} \cdot \text{mol}^{- 1})$
  ------------- ----------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *Au:Bi=2:1*                                                                                                                                                                   
  0.1           0.0012 ± 0.0000   −44948 ± 83                                                            −30599 ± 114                                                           17.935 ± 0.232
  0.2           0.0083 ± 0.0000   −31902 ± 23                                                            −21671 ± 89                                                            12.788 ± 0.116
  0.3           0.0320 ± 0.0002   −22901 ± 35                                                            −15583 ± 37                                                            9.147 ± 0.019
  0.4           0.0942 ± 0.0008   −15710 ± 62                                                            −10274 ± 31                                                            6.795 ± 0.038
  0.5           0.2097 ± 0.0013   −10390 ± 42                                                            −6083 ± 33                                                             5.383 ± 0.038
  0.6           0.3695 ± 0.0012   −6622 ± 21                                                             −2705 ± 19                                                             4.896 ± 0.019
  0.7           0.5560 ± 0.0003   −3905 ± 4                                                              −1325 ± 4                                                              3.225 ± 0.000
  0.8           0.7315 ± 0.0002   −2080 ± 2                                                              −447 ± 6                                                               2.041 ± 0.000
  0.9           0.8799 ± 0.0005   −851 ± 4                                                               −107 ± 4                                                               0.931 ± 0.000
                                                                                                                                                                                
  *Au:Bi=1:1*                                                                                                                                                                   
  0.1           0.0039 ± 0.0000   −36893 ± 29                                                            −24186 ± 35                                                            15.882 ± 0.232
  0.2           0.0200 ± 0.0001   −26027 ± 33                                                            −16011 ± 140                                                           12.519 ± 0.174
  0.3           0.0626 ± 0.0003   −18428 ± 27                                                            −10622 ± 15                                                            9.757 ± 0.019
  0.4           0.1442 ± 0.0007   −12879 ± 31                                                            −6420 ± 33                                                             8.073 ± 0.038
  0.5           0.2636 ± 0.0011   −8866 ± 29                                                             −3758 ± 25                                                             6.385 ± 0.038
  0.6           0.4208 ± 0.0011   −5756 ± 17                                                             −1892 ± 13                                                             4.830 ± 0.019
  0.7           0.5820 ± 0.0015   −3599 ± 17                                                             −726 ± 13                                                              3.591 ± 0.019
  0.8           0.7419 ± 0.0015   −1985 ± 13                                                             −175 ± 13                                                              2.263 ± 0.019
  0.9           0.8860 ± 0.0010   −804 ± 8                                                               −61 ± 6                                                                0.929 ± 0.000
                                                                                                                                                                                
  *Au:Bi=1:2*                                                                                                                                                                   
  0.1           0.0120 ± 0.0001   −29384 ± 73                                                            −15973 ± 50                                                            16.763 ± 0.058
  0.2           0.0475 ± 0.0003   −20270 ± 38                                                            −11185 ± 25                                                            11.355 ± 0.038
  0.3           0.1104 ± 0.0014   −14657 ± 82                                                            −7451 ± 71                                                             9.007 ± 0.096
  0.4           0.2090 ± 0.0007   −10410 ± 23                                                            −4519 ± 17                                                             7.363 ± 0.019
  0.5           0.3374 ± 0.0020   −7225 ± 38                                                             −2338 ± 31                                                             6.109 ± 0.038
  0.6           0.4809 ± 0.0018   −4869 ± 25                                                             −1444 ± 17                                                             4.281 ± 0.019
  0.7           0.6099 ± 0.0002   −3289 ± 23                                                             46 ± 15                                                                4.169 ± 0.019
  0.8           0.7599 ± 0.0011   −1826 ± 17                                                             −108 ± 10                                                              2.146 ± 0.019
  0.9           0.8917 ± 0.0011   −762 ± 8                                                               −240 ± 6                                                               0.652 ± 0.000

###### 

Calculated integral thermodynamic quantities at the Au:Bi = 2:1, 1:1, and 1:2 cross-sections at *T* = 800 K.

  *X~Sn~*         Δ*G*/(J · mol^−1^)   Δ*G^xs^*/(J · mol^−1^)   Δ*H*/(J · mol^−1^)
  --------------- -------------------- ------------------------ --------------------
  *Au:Bi = 2:1*                                                 
  0               −4642 [@b0070]       −396 [@b0070]            475 [@b0070]
  0.1             −9768 ± 9            −3796 ± 9                −3107 ± 14
  0.2             −12878 ± 13          −6162 ± 13               −5628 ± 24
  0.3             −14642 ± 15          −7615 ± 15               −7222 ± 28
  0.4             −15257 ± 20          −8240 ± 20               −8001 ± 29
  0.5             −14840 ± 25          −8113 ± 25               −7989 ± 30
  0.6             −13525 ± 26          −7355 ± 26               −7216 ± 29
  0.7             −11407 ± 22          −6074 ± 22               −5886 ± 24
  0.8             −8544 ± 16           −4368 ± 16               −4183 ± 18
  0.9             −4919 ± 10           −2334 ± 10               −2201 ± 13
                                                                
  *Au:Bi = 1:1*                                                 
  0               −4975 [@b0070]       −369 [@b0070]            627 [@b0070]
  0.1             −9133 ± 2            −2821 ± 2                −2362 ± 2
  0.2             −11548 ± 5           −4531 ± 5                −4295 ± 9
  0.3             −12838 ± 8           −5547 ± 8                −5392 ± 16
  0.4             −13201 ± 11          −5958 ± 11               −5807 ± 17
  0.5             −12778 ± 14          −5862 ± 14               −5661 ± 19
  0.6             −11646 ± 16          −5325 ± 16               −5066 ± 19
  0.7             −9866 ± 16           −4419 ± 16               −4098 ± 18
  0.8             −7458 ± 16           −3208 ± 16               −2857 ± 17
  0.9             −4342 ± 14           −1718 ± 14               −1481 ± 13
                                                                
  *Au:Bi = 1:2*                                                 
  0               −4576 [@b0070]       −322 [@b0070]            553 [@b0070]
  0.1             −7877 ± 6            −1905 ± 6                −1382 ± 4
  0.2             −9701 ± 5            −2986 ± 5                −2716 ± 8
  0.3             −10637 ± 4           −3610 ± 4                −3521 ± 14
  0.4             −10878 ± 4           −3861 ± 4                −3851 ± 18
  0.5             −10506 ± 3           −3779 ± 3                −3757 ± 19
  0.6             −9586 ± 10           −3416 ± 10               −3373 ± 20
  0.7             −8186 ± 18           −2853 ± 18               −2657 ± 19
  0.8             −6264 ± 12           −2089 ± 12               −1794 ± 17
  0.9             −3703 ± 6            −1118 ± 6                −1031 ± 13

###### 

Binary and ternary interaction parameters of the integral Gibbs free energy at *T* = 800 K.

  Interaction parameter                                  *v*       *G*/(J · mol^−1^)
  ------------------------------------------------------ --------- -------------------
  $L_{\mathit{Au}:\mathit{Bi}}^{(v)}$                    0         −19,746
  1                                                      −502      
  2                                                      −8523     
  $L_{\mathit{Au}:\mathit{Sn}}^{(v)}$                    0         −69,352
  1                                                      −16,177   
  2                                                      −10,236   
  $L_{\mathit{Bi}:\mathit{Sn}}^{(v)}$                    0         −16,726
  1                                                      −533      
  2                                                      −7475     
                                                                   
                                                         *α*       J · mol^−1^
  $M_{\mathit{Au}:\mathit{Bi}:\mathit{Sn}}^{(\alpha)}$   0         −27,950
  1                                                      −48,665   
  2                                                      −48,104   

###### 

Binary and ternary interaction parameters of the integral enthalpy of mixing at *T* = 800 K.

  Interaction parameter                                  *v*       Δ~mix~*H*/(J · mol^−1^)
  ------------------------------------------------------ --------- -------------------------
  $L_{\mathit{Au}:\mathit{Bi}}^{(v)}$                    0         2464
  1                                                      −518      
  2                                                      −1370     
  $L_{\mathit{Au}:\mathit{Sn}}^{(v)}$                    0         −46,292
  1                                                      −9148     
  2                                                      6264      
  $L_{\mathit{Bi}:\mathit{Sn}}^{(v)}$                    0         489
  1                                                      −352      
  2                                                      −252      
                                                                   
                                                         *α*       J · mol^−1^
  $M_{\mathit{Au}:\mathit{Bi}:\mathit{Sn}}^{(\alpha)}$   0         −48,283
  1                                                      −13,999   
  2                                                      −4885     
